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INTERPOLATION CATEGORIES FOR HOMOLOGY THEORIES
GEORG BIEDERMANN
Fu¨r Ralf Fu¨tterer
Abstract. For a homological functor from a triangulated category to an
abelian category satisfying some technical assumptions we construct a tower
of interpolation categories. These are categories over which the functor factor-
izes and which capture more and more information according to the injective
dimension of the images of the functor. The categories are obtained by using
truncated versions of resolution model structures. Examples of functors fitting
in our framework are given by every generalized homology theory represented
by a ring spectrum satisfying the Adams-Atiyah condition. The constructions
are closely related to the modified Adams spectral sequence and give a very
conceptual approach to the associated moduli problem and obstruction theory.
As application we establish an isomorphism between certain E(n)-local Picard
groups and some Ext-groups.
1. Introduction
Algebraic topology, or more precisely homotopy theory, is the study of geometric
objects up to weak homotopy equivalence by translating the geometrical or homo-
topical information into algebraic data. The mathematical device to do this are
functors from a topological category to an algebraic category. Computationally
very useful are homological functors or homology theories, which are functors sat-
isfying excision. Example in classical algebraic topology are abundant: singular
homology, K-theory and cobordism, and more. For the purpose of this article we
adopt the general definition, that a homological functor F : T → A from a trian-
gulated category T to an abelian category A is an additive functor, which maps
distinguished triangles to long exact sequences. Here A is graded in the following
sense: there is a self equivalence [1] of A called shift, such that
F (ΣX) ∼= (FX)[1]
via a natural isomorphism. The functors we consider have to satisfy some standard
technical conditions 3.10 met by most examples in topology.
For such a functor we would like to study questions of the following kind: Given
an object A in the abelian target category A, does there exist an object X in the
triangulated source category T together with an isomorphism FX ∼= A and if yes,
how many different objects exist? We can ask the same question for morphisms.
This is the realization or moduli problem for the homological functor F .
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This article contributes a theory of interpolation categories for F and an obstruc-
tion calculus for lifting objects or morphisms. The categories are intended to give a
very conceptual approach to realizations and moduli problems of this functor and
to the associated obstruction theory. They interpolate in a precise sense between
the topological source and the algebraic target category. The obstruction groups
will lie in the E2-term of the F -based Adams spectral sequence.
The way, we set up the obstruction calculus, follows the philosophy of [5] and [17].
We use injective resolutions in A and try to realize them step by step as cosimplicial
objects over M, where M is a stable model category having T as its homotopy
category. As we go along by gluing certain layers 4.6 to our potential liftings to kill
their higher cohomology, we run into difficulties giving us the obstruction groups,
see theorems 4.24 and 4.27. They can be described as certain mapping spaces 4.13
out of these layers.
In order to be able to identify cosimplicial objects stemming from different reso-
lutions, we consider resolution model structures on the category cM of cosimplicial
objects. They were invented in [14] and used for exactly this purpose. Recently
Bousfield in [7] has given a very general and elegant treatment of resolution model
structures, which exhibits all previous instances as special cases.
In [3] I truncate these resolution model structures and this article is based on
the results there. Weak equivalences are now given by maps, which induce iso-
morphisms on cohomology just up to degree n, 2.7. The successive stages in our
realization process are now given as cofibrant objects in these truncated resolution
model structures. For an object X inM they are given by the skeletons of a Reedy
cofibrant replacement of the constant cosimplicial object over X and fit into a fil-
tration, called the Postnikov cotower 2.9. This organizes the obstruction calculus
nicely and enables us to define interpolation categories 4.36. We carry out in full
detail the obstruction calculus for realizing maps, theorems 4.30 and 4.35, and prove
in 5.1, that there is a full-fleshed theory of interpolation categories as axiomatized
in [1], which keeps track of how obstruction behave under composition. We also
obtain a description 4.33 of the Adams differential dn : E
0,0
n
(X,Y )→ En,n−1n (X,Y )
in terms of our co-k-invariants.
When we finally have realized an object as an∞-stage, we apply Tot: cM→M.
If the relevant spectral sequence converges, which happens in exactly those cases,
when F -localization and F -completion coincide, we obtain an object in M, which
is a realization of the object in A, we started with, see 4.40 and 5.11.
As in [5] and [17] we study also moduli spaces of objects and morphisms, but
with the truncated model structures at hand the proofs become a lot easier and
shorter.
Finally we apply our obstruction calculus to the problem of determining certain
E(n)-local Picard groups. In theorem 6.3 we establish an isomorphism between
them and some Ext-groups for a certain range of n and p building on and extend-
ing results from [23]. However this result just uses the obstruction calculus and not
the full result on the existence of interpolation categories.
2. Resolution model structures
LetM be a model category. Let cM be the category of cosimplicial objects over
M. We refer to [18], [19] or [21] for the necessary background, in particular for
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the internal simplicial structure, which is compatible with the Reedy structure, and
for latching- and matching objects. Beware of a degree shift between our matching
objects and the ones in [18]. The theory of G-structures does not require a simplicial
structure on M, but since we want later on a good theory of Tot: cM→M, we
assume from the beginning that the model structure onM is simplicial. We review
in subsection 2.1 the relevant definitions from [7] on resolution model structures.
In subsection 2.2 we give a dualized account of the spiral exact sequence from [13].
In the last subsection 2.3 we explain the truncated model structures from [3].
2.1. The G-structure on cM. The following definitions are taken from [7] who
gave the definitive treatment on resolution model structures.
Definition 2.1. Let M be a left proper pointed model category. We call a class
G of objects inM a class of injective models if the elements of G are fibrant and
group objects in the homotopy category Ho(M) and if G is closed under loops. We
reserve the letter G for such a class.
Definition 2.2. A map A
i
→ B in M is called G-monic when [B,G]
i∗
→ [A,G] is
surjective for each G ∈G.
An object I is called G-injective when [B, I]
i∗
→ [A, I] is surjective for each
G-monic map A
i
→ B.
We call a fibration in M a G-injective fibration if it has the right lifting
property with respect to every G-monic cofibration.
We say that Ho(M) has enough G-injectives if each object in Ho(M) is the
source of a G-monic map to a G-injective target. We say that G is functorial, if
these maps can be chosen functorially.
Definition 2.3. A map X• → Y • in cM is called
(i) a G-equivalence if the induced maps [Y •, G]→ [X•, G] are weak equivalences
of simplicial sets for each G ∈G.
(ii) a G-cofibration if it is a Reedy cofibration and the induced maps [Y •, G] →
[X•, G] are fibrations of simplicial sets for each G ∈G.
(iii) a G-fibration if f : Xn → Y n ×MnY • M
nX• is a G-injective fibration for
n≥0.
Here MnX• is the n-th matching object, see [19, 15.2.2.]. These three classes of
G-equivalences, G-cofibrations and G-fibrations will be called the G-structure on
cM. We denote it by cMG . If G is a class of injective models, then by [7, 3.3.]
the G-structure is a simplicial left proper model structure on cM. The simplicial
structure is the external one described in appendix A.
2.2. Natural homotopy groups and the spiral exact sequence. It will be
important for us to have a different view on the G-structure. The reason is, that
there are no Postnikov-like truncations with respect to the groups πs[X
•, G]. We
need a more (co-)homotopical description of the G-equivalences. But first we rewrite
the above approach and associate groups to a cosimplicial object, which the reader
should consider as its cohomology. They are contravariant functors on cM and
depend on two parameters. In the situation of definition 2.1 let X• be an object
in cM and let hoG be the class G considered as a full subcategory of Ho(M) = T .
Let [ , ] denote the morphisms in T . Note that [X•, G] is a simplicial group. For
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every s≥0 we have a functor
hoG → groups
G 7→ πs[X•, G].
(2.1)
which takes values in abelian groups for s> 0. Obviously G-equivalences are charac-
terized by these groups. On the other hand we can consider the pointed simplicial
set HomM(X
•, G), where the constant map X0 → G of the pointed category M
serves as basepoint. Note that if X• is Reedy cofibrant then this simplicial set is
fibrant, and a homotopy group object, since G is so. It supplies a functor
G → fibrant homotopy group objects
G 7→ HomM(X•, G).
(2.2)
where G is considered as a full subcategory ofM. Its homotopy should be thought
of as the (co-)homotopy of X•. Observe also the equality:
(2.3) HomM(X
•, G) = mapext(X•, r0G),
where r0G denotes the constant cosimplicial object overG. Here mapext denotes the
mapping space from the external simplicial structure on cM described in appendix
A. We will usually drop the superscript.
Definition 2.4. Following [17] we denote the homotopy groups of these H-spaces
by
π♮s(X
•, G) := πsHomM(X
•, G) = πsmap(X
•, r0G)
for s≥0 and G ∈G and call them the natural homotopy groups of X• with
coefficients in G. Note that r0G is Reedy fibrant, so, again, these groups have
homotopy meaning if X• is Reedy cofibrant.
Remark 2.5. Obviously the canonical functor M → Ho(M) induces a map
HomM(X
•, G) → [X•, G] which in turn induces a natural transformation of func-
tors
π♮s(X
•, G)→ πs[X
•, G].
This map is called the Hurewicz map and was constructed in [13, 7.1]. One of
the main results is [13, 8.1] (also [17, 3.8]) that this Hurewicz homomorphism for
each G ∈G fits into a long exact sequence, the so-called spiral exact sequence
...→ π♮s−1(X
•,ΩG)→ π♮s(X
•, G)→ πs[X
•, G]→ π♮s−2(X
•,ΩG)→ ...
...→ π2[X
•, G]→ π♮0(X
•,ΩG)→ π♮1(X
•, G)→ π1[X
•, G]→ 0,
where Ω is the loop space functor on M, plus an isomorphism
π♮0(X
•, G) ∼= π0[X
•, G].
In the construction of the exact sequence we rely on the external simplicial struc-
ture, but not on a simplicial structure on M.
As explained in [13, 8.3.] or [17, (3.1)] these long exact sequences can be spliced
together to give an exact couple and an associated spectral sequence
(2.4) πp[X
•,ΩqG] =⇒ colim
k
π♮k(X
•,Ωp+q−kG).
Lemma 2.6. A map X• → Y • is an G-equivalence if and only if it induces iso-
morphisms
π♮s(Y˜
•, G)→ π♮s(X˜
•, G)
for all s≥0 and all G ∈ G and some Reedy cofibrant approximation X˜• → Y˜ •.
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Proof: This follows immediately from the spiral exact sequence by simultaneous
induction over the whole class G and the five lemma. Remember that G is closed
under loops by assumption.
✷
2.3. Truncated G-structures. Now we will study the homotopy categories asso-
ciated to the truncated structures. Observe, that there is a natural isomorphism
map( skn+1X
•, r0G) ∼= coskn+1map(X
•, r0G).
If X• is Reedy cofibrant then map(X•, r0G) is fibrant. Note also, that for a Kan
complex W the space coskn+1W is a model for the n-th Postnikov section.
Definition 2.7. In [3, theorem 3.5.] we prove the existence of a left proper sim-
plicial model structure on cM, called the n-G-structure, whose equivalences are
given by maps X• → Y • such that for every G ∈ G and all 0≤s≤n the induced
maps
π♮s(Y˜
•, G)→ π♮s(X˜
•, G)
are isomorphisms, where X˜• → Y˜ • is a cofibrant approximation toX• → Y •. These
maps are called n-G-equivalences. An n-G-cofibration is a mapX• → Y • which
is a G-cofibration such that for every G ∈ G and all s>n the induced maps
π♮s(Y˜
•, G)→ π♮s(X˜
•, G)
are isomorphisms. The fibration are the G-fibrations.
Now we are going to determine the n-G-cofibrant objects.
Remark 2.8. Remember that cofibrant objects in the G-structure coincide with
the Reedy cofibrant ones.
(i) An object A• in cM is n-G-cofibrant if and only if it is Reedy cofibrant and
π♮s(A
•, G) = 0 for all G ∈G and s>n.
(ii) An n-G-cofibrant approximation functor is given by Q = skn+1 ˜ .
(iii) On n-G-cofibrant objects the n-G-structure and the G-structure coincide.
Definition 2.9. Let X• be an object in cM. The skeletal filtration of a Reedy
cofibrant approximation to X• consists of n-G-cofibrant approximations X•n to X
•
for the various n, and these assemble into a sequence
X•0 → X
•
1 → X
•
2 → ...→ X
•
which captures higher and higher natural homotopy groups. So this can be viewed
as a Postnikov cotower for X•.
Definition 2.10. As explained in [3, 3.13.] the functor id : cMG → cMn−G is a
right Quillen functor, whose left adjoint is given by Qn = skn+1 ˜ . We have an
induced pair of adjoint derived functors:
LQn ∼= L(id) : Ho(cM
n−G)⇆ Ho(cMG) :R(id),
where LQn ∼= L(id) is an embedding of a full subcategory. In the same way, we can
view id: cM(n+1)−G → cMn−G as a right Quillen functor and L(id) : Ho(cMn−G)→
Ho(cM(n+1)−G) is again an embedding of a full subcategory. The tower of cate-
gories
...→ Ho(cM(n+1)−G)
σn→ Ho(cMn−G)→ ...→ Ho(cM1−G)
σ0→ Ho(cM0−G)
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can be identified as a tower of full subcategories of Ho(cMG) given by coreflections.
We can characterize the objects in Ho(cMn−G) viewed as a subcategory of
Ho(cMG) by their natural homotopy groups. An object X• is in the image of
Ho(cMn−G) if and only if it is G-equivalent to its n-G-cofibrant replacement, i.e. if
we have:
π♮s(X˜
•, G) = 0 for s>n
for a Reedy cofibrant replacement X˜• → X•. We have to relate all this to Ho(M)
by the following statement, whose analogue for the Reedy structure is well known.
The lemma is cited from [7, Prop. 8.1.].
Lemma 2.11. The functors
M
⊗pro∆•
//
cMG
Tot
oo .
form a Quillen pair.
Remark 2.12. The natural transformation ⊗pro∆• → r0 gives a Reedy cofibrant
replacement by [19, 16.1.4.] and hence a G-cofibrant replacement. It follows that
both induce the same left derived functor:
Ho(M)
Lr0= ⊗pro∆•
//
Ho(cMG)
RTot
oo .
We can look at the composition
M
r0
→ cMG
id
→ cMn−G
and the composition of induced derived functors:
(2.5) Ho(M)
Lr0 // Ho(cMG)
R(id)
// Ho(cMn−G) .
Definition 2.13. We will denote the composition (2.5) of functors by θn. We
arrive at the following diagram:
T = Ho(M)
θn

θn+1
vvll
ll
ll
ll
ll
l
θ0
**UU
UUU
UUU
UUU
UUU
... // Ho(cM(n+1)−G) σn
// Ho(cMn−G) // ... σ0
// Ho(cM0−G)
This diagram is a 2-commuting diagram of functors. For details on 2-commutativity
we refer to [21]. 2-commutativity is provided by the relation QQ ≃ Q. We call this
the tower of truncated homotopy categories associated to M and G.
3. Homological functors
This section begins in 3.1 with the introduction of the technical conditions,
that the homological functors we consider have to satisfy. In particular, the general
assumptions on F are summarized in 3.10. In subsection 3.2 we derive the resolution
model structures, which are relevant for the obstruction calculus, by applying the
general machinery from section 2. We study the associated homotopy category in
3.3.
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3.1. Homological functors with enough injectives.
Definition 3.1. From now on let T always denote a triangulated category. The
set of morphisms for X and Y in T will be denoted by [X,Y ]. The shift functor or
suspension of T will be denoted byΣ. It is, of course, an equivalence of categories.
Let A always be a graded abelian category, which means, we require that A
possesses a shift functor denoted by [1] which is an equivalence of categories. Let
[n] denote the n-fold iteration of [1].
Definition 3.2. Let F∗ : T → A be a covariant functor, where the star stands
for the grading of A. We say that F∗ is homological, if it satisfies the following
conditions:
(i) F∗ is a graded functor, in other words, it commutes with suspensions, so there
are a natural equivalences
F∗ΣX ∼= (F∗X)[1] =: F∗−1X,
which are part of the structure.
(ii) F∗ is additive saying that it commutes with arbitrary coproducts.
(iii) F∗ converts distinguished triangles into long exact sequences.
Remark 3.3. Later we will assume that T has an underlying model categoryM.
The suspension functor Σ here is internal to the model structure onM. The reader
should be aware that this has nothing to do with the external construction Σext
from A.3 which is derived from the external simplicial structure on the cosimplicial
objects cM over M.
Definition 3.4. We say that F : T → A detects isomorphisms or equivalently
that T is F -local if a mapX → Y in T is an isomorphism if and only if the induced
map F∗X → F∗Y in A is an isomorphism.
Definition 3.5. Let F∗:T → A be a homological functor from a triangulated
category to a graded abelian category and let I be an injective object in A. Consider
the following functor:
X 7→ HomA(F∗X, I)
We require that this functor is representable by an object E(I) of T . If the canonical
morphism F∗E(I)→ I induced by
idE(I) ∈ [E(I), E(I)] ∼= HomA(F∗E(I), I)
is an isomorphism, then we call E(I) an (F, I)-Eilenberg-MacLane object.
Usually we will just say that E(I) is F -injective.
Definition 3.6. We will say that the functor F∗ possesses enough injectives,
if every object in T admits a morphism to an F -injective object that induces a
monomorphism in A.
Remark 3.7. There are a lot of examples of functors with enough injectives that
detect isomorphisms. Every topologically flat ring spectrum E, where E∗E is com-
mutative, induces a homological functor
E∗ : Ho(Spectra)→ E∗E−comod
from the stable homotopy category of spectra to the category of E∗E-comodules.
The phrase ring spectrum is to be interpreted here in the most naive sense, a
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monoid object in the homotopy category. The notion of topological flatness was
earlier called the Adams(-Atiyah) condition. It ensures, see [11, Thm. 1.5.], that
E∗E(I) ∼= I as E∗E-comodules. Hence E∗ possesses enough injectives, since F -
injective objects exist by Brown representability. See also [22]. If we perform
Bousfield localization and consider it to be a functor
E∗ : Ho(Spectra)E → E∗E−comod
from the E-local category, it also detects isomorphism. From this data we can
construct a spectral sequence, which is known as the E-based modified Adams-
spectral sequence, see 4.43.
Remark 3.8. There are two convenient facts about finding F -injectives that are
derived from [16, 2.1.1.] or [11, Thm. 1.5.]:
(i) If F detects isomorphisms, then every representing object X in T , whose image
F∗X ∼= I is injective in A, is an (F, I)-Eilenberg-MacLane object.
(ii) Retracts of F -injective objects are again F -injective.
Remark 3.9. If F∗ is a homological functor that possesses enough injectives and
detects isomorphism, then there is the following observation taken from [16, 2.1.
Lemma 1]: Given another representing object E˜(I), there is a unique morphism
E˜(I)→ E(I)
in T lifting the identity of I, and this is an isomorphism. This can be reformulated
in the following way: Let TF−inj denote the full subcategory of T consisting of the
F -injective objects. Let Ainj denote the full subcategory of A consisting of the
injective objects. Then the functor F induces an equivalence TF−inj → Ainj.
The following assumptions will be valid for the rest of the article.
Assumptions 3.10. From now on let T be the homotopy category of a simplicial
left proper stable model categoryM and let A be an abelian category with enough
injectives. Let F∗ : T → A be a homological functor with enough F -injectives
as explained in 3.2 and 3.6, which detects isomorphisms 3.4. We will call the
compositionM→ T → A of F∗ with the canonical functor fromM to its homotopy
category also F∗. By applying it levelwise we can prolong it to a functor cM→ cA
that we will again call F∗.
3.2. The F -injective structure and its truncations.
Definition 3.11. We take as our class of injective models G the class of all F -
injective objects inM which were defined in 3.5 . This class G will be fixed for the
rest of this work. We denote our special choice by
{F -injectives} =: {F -Inj}.
We will call the involved classes of maps F -injective equivalences, F -injective
fibrations and cofibrations. Sometimes we will abbreviate even this and simply
say F -equivalent or F -fibrant and so on. We will call this model structure on cM
the F -injective model structure. The truncated model structure from 2.7 will
be called n-F -injective structure or just n-F -structure. We will denote them by
cMF and cMn−F .
To conclude that the choice of G = {F -injectives} is really admissible, we observe
first of all, that M is stable, so all objects are homotopy group objects. Next
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it is easy to check from the definitions, that the F -injectives are closed under
equivalences and (de-)suspensions. Finally it will follow, that there are enough G-
injectives, from the assumption, that F has enough injectives 3.6 and the following
two consistency checks, which are easy to prove. A map will be called F -monic if
it is {F -Inj}-monic.
Lemma 3.12. A map is F -monic if and only if its image is a monomorphism.
Lemma 3.13. The two classes {F−Inj} and {{F−Inj}-injectives} coincide.
As a consequence of [3] – see also 2.7 – we have the following model structures
at hand, where right properness is proved in 3.23.
Theorem 3.14. LetM be a pointed simplicial left proper stable model category und
set Ho(M) =: T and let A be an abelian category. Let F : T → A be a homological
functor that possesses enough injectives and that detects isomorphisms. On cM
there is a pointed simplicial proper model structure given by the (n-)F -injective
equivalences, the (n-)F -injective cofibrations and the (n-)F -injective fibrations. The
simplicial structure is always the external one.
In fact Ho(cM)F behaves like the category of non-negative cochain complexes
inside the full derived category of an abelian category with enough injectives. See
the discussion in subsection 3.3.
Remark 3.15. If we viewA as a discrete model category, we can equip the category
cA of cosimplicial objects over A with the I-structure, where the class I of
injective objects in A is taken as a class of injective models. It follows from [7, 4.4]
that this model structure corresponds to the classical model structure from [24] for
the nonnegative cochain complexes CoCh
≥ 0(A) via the Dold-Kan correspondence.
So in CoCh
≥ 0(A) we have: The I-equivalences are the cohomology equivalences,
the I-cofibrations are the maps that are monomorphisms in positive degrees, and
the I-fibrations are those that are (split) surjective with injective kernel in all
degrees. The fibrant objects are the degreewise injective objects, while all objects
are cofibrant.
We will now list characterizations of F -injective equivalences, F -injective cofi-
brations and F -injective fibrations and their truncated analogues. In the next
statements let πsA• ∼= HsNA• be the usual thing with many names, e.g. the
cohomology of the normalized cochain complex NA•.
Corollary 3.16. A map X• → Y • in cM is an F -injective equivalence if and only
if the induced maps
HsNF∗X
• → HsNF∗Y
•
are isomorphisms for all s≥0, i.e. it induces a quasi-isomorphism NF∗X
• →
NF∗Y
•.
Proof: We have for F -injective G the isomorphisms
πs[X
•, G] ∼= HsNHomA(F∗X
•, F∗G) ∼= HomA(H
sNF∗X
•, F∗G)
Then the lemma follows from the fact mentioned in 3.9, that if G runs through all
F -injectives then F∗G ranges over all injectives in A.
✷
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Remark 3.17. There is no obvious way to characterize n-F -equivalences in terms
of πsF∗( ) like the F -equivalences. The induction used to prove 2.6 crawling up
the spiral exact sequence does not yield anything useful if it stops at some finite
stage. So we do not offer another description of them as the one given in 2.7. Of
course we have, that on n-F -cofibrant objects n-F -equivalence and F -equivalence
agree.
Lemma 3.18. A map i : X• → Y • is an F -injective cofibration if and only if it is
a Reedy-cofibration that induces monomorphisms
NkFX• → NkFY •
for all k ≥1.
Proof: The map i is an F -cofibration if and only if it is a Reedy cofibration and
the induced map
[Y •, G]→ [X•, G]
is a fibration of simplicial sets for all G ∈G. The result now follows from the fact
that a map of simplicial abelian groups is a fibration if and only if it induces a
surjection of the normalizations in positive degrees.
✷
Lemma 3.19. Let X• → Y • be an F -cofibration with cofiber C• that induces a
monomorphism N0F∗X
• → N0F∗Y •. Then there is a long exact sequence
0→ H0NF∗X
• → H0NF∗Y
• → H0NF∗C
• → H1NF∗X
• → ...
...→ HsNF∗X
• → HsNF∗Y
• → HsNF∗C
• → Hs+1NF∗X
• → ...
Proof: This can be proved by 3.18.
✷
We need a little bit more care to describe F -injective fibrations. First of all we
remind the reader that F -injective fibrations and n-F -injective fibrations coincide.
By definition a map X• → Y • is an F -injective fibration if and only if all the maps
Xs → M sX• ×MsY • Y
s for s≥0 are G-injective fibrations in M in the sense of
definition 2.2 with G = {F -Inj}. Thus we describe {F -Inj}-injective fibrations in
M.
Lemma 3.20. A map in M is an {F -Inj}-injective fibration if and only if it is a
fibration with F -injective fiber and that induces an epimorphism under F .
Proof: By [7, 3.10.] a map X → Y in M is a G-injective fibration if and only if
it is a retract of a G-cofree map X ′ → Y ′. A G-cofree map is a map that can be
expressed as a composition X ′ → Y ′ × E → Y ′, where X ′ → Y ′ × E is a trivial
fibration in M, Y ′ × E → Y ′ is the projection onto Y ′ and E is G-injective.
The assertion is true for {F -Inj}-cofree maps. Here we use the fact that T is
F -local (see 3.4), so weak equivalences inM induce isomorphisms under F . But the
claim is also true for retracts. This is obvious for surjectivity. The fiber condition
follows from 3.8, since the fiber of X → Y is a retract of the fiber of X ′ → Y ′ which
is weakly equivalent to E and therefore itself F -injective.
Conversely let X → Y be a fibration that has an F -injective fiber E and that
induces a surjection under F . M is stable, hence we get a long exact F -sequence
for X → Y and it follows X ≃ E× Y . We deduce that X → Y has the right lifting
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property with respect to every {F -Inj}-monic cofibration. So it is an {F -Inj}-
injective fibration.
✷
Corollary 3.21. A Reedy fibration X• → Y • between F -fibrant objects is an F -
fibration if and only if for s≥0 the induced maps NsF∗X
• → NsF∗Y • are surjective
with injective kernel. In other words, X• → Y • is an F -fibration if and only if
F∗X
• → F∗Y • is an I-fibration.
Proof: This follows from 3.20, since for an F -fibrant Y • and all s≥0 we have an
isomorphism
F∗(Y
s ×MsY • M
sX•) ∼= F∗Y
s ×F∗MsY • F∗M
sX•.
✷
Lemma 3.22. The functor F∗ : cM → cA maps F -homotopy pullbacks to I-
homotopy pullbacks.
Proof: It is sufficient to prove that F∗ preserves pullbacks after F -fibrant replace-
ment. Let X• → Z• ← Y • be F -fibrations between F -fibrant objects. It follows by
[7, 5.3.] that all maps Xs → Zs ← Y s are F -injective fibrations inM, in particular
they are fibrations and induce surjections under F∗. The pullback square
Xs ×Zs Y s //

Xs

Y s // Zs
is also a homotopy pullback square in M, and hence a homotopy pushout. The
long exact F -sequence resulting from this collapses to the short exact sequences
0→ F∗(X
s ×Zs Y
s)→ F∗X
s ⊕ F∗Y
s → F∗Z
s → 0,
which proves the lemma.
✷
Corollary 3.23. The (n-)F -structure for 0≤n≤∞ is proper.
Proof: We only need to prove right properness. For n = ∞ this follows from the
characterization of F -equivalences and F -fibrations in 3.16 and 3.21 and from 3.22.
This passes down to smaller n by theorem [3, 3.5.].
✷
3.3. The F -injective homotopy category. The category cM equipped with the
F -structure behaves very much like the full subcategory CoCh
≥ 0(A) of nonnegative
cochain complexes within the derived category D(A). This is displayed by the
statements 3.29 and 3.30. We are going to need a dual version of the functor
W : sAb → sAb which is sometimes called the Eilenberg-MacLane functor or the
Kan suspension.
Definition 3.24. Let N be a pointed model category. We define a functor W :
cN → cN . Let X• be a cosimplicial object. LetWX• be defined by the following
equations:
(WX•)
s
:=
s∏
i=0
X i
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The structural maps of a cosimplicial object are constructed by the process dual to
the one described in [18, p. 192]. There is a map WX• → X• given by projection
s∏
i=0
X i → Xs.
Let WX• be the fiber of WX• → X•.
Remark 3.25. Let X• be in cM. The map WX• → X• is a Reedy-fibration
if and only if every X• is Reedy fibrant. It is a G-fibration for some general G if
and only if in addition all Xs are G-injective. In both cases WX• has homotopy
meaning, see 3.27.
Lemma 3.26. If we take G = {F−Inj} then WX• is F -equivalent to ∗.
Proof: Since FWX• ∼=WFX• it suffices by 3.16 to show thatWA• is I-equivalent
to ∗ for arbitrary A• in cA. This follows by dualizing [18, III.5.].
✷
Remark 3.27. Hence WX• is another different model for the loop object ΩextX
•.
If A• is in cA this object can also be obtained in the following way:
cA
W //
N

cA
CoCh
≥ 0(A)
[1]ext
// CoCh
≥ 0(A)
Γ
OO
where (A∗[1]ext)
s
= As+1 is the external shift functor of cochain complexes (which
should not be confused with the internal shift [1] from 3.1), N is normalization and
Γ is the Dold-Kan functor. In particular if A• is in cA we have:
(3.1) HsNWA• =
{
0 , for s = 0
Hs−1NA• , for s≥1
For every F -fibrant X• we get a map
(3.2) ΣextWX
• → X•
in cM which descends to a natural transformation ΣextΩext → Id of endofunctors
of Ho(cMG).
Lemma 3.28. For every F -fibrant object X• in cM the map ΣextWX• → X• is
an F -equivalence.
Proof: We note that FΣextWX
• = ΣextWFX
• because F is applied levelwise and
commutes with finite products. Now the fact follows from 3.16 and (3.1).
✷
Corollary 3.29. The map (3.2) induces a natural equivalence ΣextΩext ∼= Id of
endofunctors of Ho(cMF ).
Proof: This follows from 3.25, 3.27 and 3.28.
✷
Furthermore we have an isomorphism ΩextΣextX
• ∼= X• in Ho(cMG) as long as
the objects in question are “connected”.
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Lemma 3.30. Let X• be an F -fibrant object such that π0F∗X
• = 0. Then the
canonical map X• →WΣextX• is an F -equivalence.
Proof: The condition π0F∗X
• = 0 is equivalent to 0 = π0[X
•, G] ∼= π
♮
0
(X•, G).
Hence the map X• →WΣextX• induces isomorphisms on HsNF∗( ) for all s≥0,
so it is an F -equivalence.
✷
Remark 3.31. In a stable model categoryM finite products and finite coproducts
are weakly equivalent. It follows that for the Reedy structure and in particular for
every G-structure on cM and their truncated versions finite products and coprod-
ucts are weakly equivalent.
Corollary 3.32. For every 0≤n≤∞ the category Ho(cMn−G) is additive and the
functors σn : Ho(cM
(n+1)−F ) → Ho(cMn−F ) and θn : T → Ho(cM
n−F ) are
additive.
Proof: By 3.29 every object in Ho(cMn−F ) for 0≤n≤∞ is isomorphic to a dou-
ble suspension, hence every object is an abelian cogroup object in the homotopy
category. Both functors σn and θn commute with Σext.
✷
Definition 3.33. We will denote the biproduct of a pair of objects X• and Y • in
Ho(cMn−F ) for 0≤n≤∞ by X• ⊕ Y •.
4. The realization problem
In the first subsection 4.1 we do the hard work and construct the obstruction
calculus. The main theorems are 4.24, 4.27, 4.30, 4.32 and 4.35. In 4.2 we define
our interpolation categories for a homological functor F an in 4.3 we describe the
spectral sequences that play a role in the realization problem.
4.1. Realizations and obstruction calculus. In this subsection we develop an
obstruction calculus for realizing objects and morphism along a homological functor
F∗ with enough injectives. In general we follow [5] and [17]. See also [1]. Since
we are in a completely linear or stable situation the theory required to set up the
obstruction calculus simplifies compared to the other settings. Nevertheless the
simplifications in paragraph 5.2 compared to [5] result from the use of truncated
resolution model structures. An obstruction calculus for realizing objects using only
the triangulated structure is described, among other things, in [2]. We apologize in
advance for using so much notation, but it seems unavoidable.
Our task was to look out for realizations in Ho(M) = T of objects in A. To
motivate our next definition, let X be an object in M and let X• → r0X be an
n-G-cofibrant approximation. We know:
πs[r
0X,G] =
{
[X,G] , if s = 0
0 , else
With the spiral exact sequence we can calculate:
π♮s(X
•, G) =
{
[X,ΩsG] , if 0≤s≤n
0 , for s>n
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And respectively:
πs[X
•, G] =


[X,G] , if s = 0
[X,Ωn+1G] , if s = n+ 2
0 , else
All these sets of isomorphisms determine each other. Of course, this is not the way
we will encounter such spaces, since we are seeking for realization and not starting
with them. Instead we will take these equations as the defining conditions of our
successive realizations.
Definition 4.1. Let A be an object in the abelian target category A. We will call
a Reedy cofibrant object X• in cM a potential n-stage for A following [5] and
[17], if there are natural isomorphisms
π♮s(X
•, G) ∼=
{
HomA(A,F∗+sG) , if 0≤s≤n
0 , for s>n
,
where we consider both sides as functors on G as a subcategory of T . Note that
this also makes sense for n = ∞. In this case an object satisfying these equations
is simply called an ∞-stage. The reason is that by 5.12 it is not “potential” any
more.
Remark 4.2. If X• is a potential n-stage for an object A in A then sknX• is a
potential (n−1)-stage for A.
Remark 4.3. Since G was the class of F -injectives, the class {F∗G|G ∈G} is cogen-
erating the category A, and we derive for a potential n-stage X• from the previous
properties and the spiral exact sequence the following equations:
πsF∗X
• ∼= HsNF∗X
• =


A , if s = 0
A[n+ 1] , if s = n+ 2
0 , else
The shift functor [ ] is the internal shift from 3.1.
Following the outlined philosophy we start the process of realizing an object A in
A with a potential 0-stage. Then we proceed by gluing on special objects to get to
higher n-stages. We define these layers in 4.6. They have a certain representation
property, see 4.10 and 4.13 will provide the obstruction groups, we are looking
for. To prove this property we have to consider algebraic analogues of these layers
defined in 4.4 and they should not be confused with each other. We also describe
the moduli space of these different sorts of objects. In particular we will see, that
they are connected, which ensures that the layers all look alike.
Definition 4.4. Let N be an object of A and let n≥0. We call an object I• in cA
an object of type K(N,n), if the following conditions are satisfied:
πsI• ∼=
{
N , if s = n
0 , else
We denote I• by K(N,n). These objects are essentially unique by the following
remark. For a quick introduction to moduli spaces we refer to appendix B.
Remark 4.5. If I• is an object of type K(A, 0), then there is a weak equivalence
r0A = r0(π0I•) → I•. It follows that the moduli space is weakly equivalent to
BAut(A).
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Objects of type K(N,n) exist, for example is Ωnextr
0N or equivalently Wnr0N
such an object. The moduli space is given BAut(N), since the functor Ωext induces
an obvious equivalence M(K(N,n)) → M(K(N,n + 1)) for n≥0. In particular
this space is connected.
Definition 4.6. Let N be an object in A and n≥0. We call an object Y • in cM
an object of type L(N,n), if the following conditions are satisfied:
π♮s(Y
•, G) =
{
HomA(N,F∗G) , if s = n
0 , else
Their existence and moduli space is described in 4.7. We denote a generic object
by L(N,n). Do not confuse these objects with objects of type K(N,n) in cA, see
4.4, the end of the remark 4.8 and 4.9.
Remark 4.7. Objects of type L(A, 0) exist: We choose an exact sequence
0→ A→ I0
d
→ I1
with I0 and I1 injective. The map d is induced by a map E(I0) → E(I1) in
T = Ho(M) between F -injective objects by 3.5 that we will also call d. This d
again is represented by a map d inM if we choose the models for E(I0) and E(I1)
to be fibrant and cofibrant. Now define a 1-truncated cosimplicial object
E(I0)
//
// E(I0)× E(I1)oo
with
d0 =
(
1
d
)
, d1 =
(
1
0
)
, and s0 =
(
1 0
)
.
By applying a Reedy cofibrant approximation and left Kan extension we get a entire
cosimplicial object, which is of type L(A, 0).
Objects of type L(N,n) exist, since they can be given by setting:
L(N,n) := ΩnextL(N, 0) or L(N,n) :=W
nL(N, 0)
We will compute the moduli space of objects of type L(A, 0) in 4.12, it is given by
BAut(A). Then the moduli space of objects of type L(N,n) is given by BAut(N).
This is proved by observing that it follows from 3.28 and 3.30 that Σext and W
induce mutually inverse homotopy equivalences ofM(L(N,n)) andM(L(N,n+1))
for n≥0. From lemma 3.30 we also get that ΣextL(N,n+ 1) ∼= L(N,n).
Remark 4.8. By the spiral exact sequence we compute from 4.6:
πs[L(N,n), G] =


HomA(N,F∗G) , if s = n
HomA(N,F∗+1G) , if s = n+ 2
0 , else
By the defining property of the F -injective objects in G we get:
πsF∗L(N,n) =


N , if s = n
N [1] , if s = n+ 2
0 , else
Both sets of data are equivalent to the defining equations of an object of type
L(N,n) in Definition 4.6. In particular it follows that F∗L(N,n) is not an object of
type K(N,n). We point out that for an object of type L(A, 0) the image F∗L(A, 0)
is 1-I-equivalent to r0A, as we can see with these equations.
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Remark 4.9. Despite of the fact that F∗L(N,n) is not of type K(N,n) in cA,
there is a close connection explained in the following lemma. First we have to
prepare ourselves. Let n≥1 and let N be an object in A. The isomorphism of N
and πnF∗L(N,n) defines a map K(N,n)→ F∗L(N,n). So by first applying F∗ and
then pulling back along this arrow we obtain a map
(4.1) φn(Y
•) : map(L(N,n), Y •)→ map(K(N,n), F∗Y
•).
Here we assume that L(N,n) and K(N,n) are Reedy cofibrant.
The next lemma is one of the central ingredients in the obstruction calculus as
well as for the proof of 5.3.
Lemma 4.10. For F -fibrant Y • in cM and Reedy cofibrant objects of type L(N,n)
and K(N,n) the map φn(Y
•) from (4.1) is a natural weak equivalence.
Proof: The proof is exactly parallel to the proof of [5, Prop. 8.7.], although in our
case linearity assures the result also for n = 0, 1.
✷
As to be expected, 0-stages and 0-layers will coincide.
Corollary 4.11. An object X• is of type L(A, 0) if and only if it satisfies the
following conditions:
(i) There is an isomorphism π0F∗X
• ∼= A in A.
(ii) For every Y • in cM the natural map
[X•, Y •]→ HomA(A, π
0F∗Y
•)
is an isomorphism.
Proof: Objects that satisfy (i) and (ii) are of type L(A, 0) because we can calculate:
π♮s(X
•, G) ∼= [X•,Ωsextr
0G]F ∼=
{
HomA(A,F∗G) , for s = 0
0 , else
The other direction follows from 4.10.
✷
Finally we can determine the moduli space of all objects of type L(A, 0).
Corollary 4.12. The moduli space of all objects of type L(A, 0) is connected and
we have the following weak equivalence:
MF (L(A, 0)) ≃ BAut(A)
Proof: The moduli space is connected: Let L(A, 0) be some reference object and let
X• be another object of type L(A, 0). By pulling back idA along the isomorphism of
4.11(ii) we obtain a map X• → L(A, 0) which induces an isomorphism on π♮0( , G)
for every G ∈ {F -Inj}. Both are potential 0-stages, so this is the only group to
check.
Now we will prove that the moduli space is weakly equivalent to the moduli
space of objects of type K(A, 0). Then the result will follow from 4.5. By B.4 there
are canonical weak equivalences
MF (L(A, 0)) ≃ BhautF (L(A, 0)) and MI(K(A, 0)) ≃ BhautI(K(A, 0)).
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It suffices to prove that hautF (L(A, 0)) ≃ haut(K(A, 0)), because both objects are
fibrant grouplike simplicial monoids and B preserves weak equivalences between
fibrant simplicial sets. By 4.10 we have the following weak equivalences:
map(L(A, 0), L(A, 0)) ≃ map(K(A, 0), F∗L(A, 0)) ≃ ℓ0HomA(A,A)
Passing to appropriate components we see that hautF (L(A, 0)) ≃ ℓ0EndA(A) which
finishes the proof. Here ℓ0( ) denotes the constant simplicial object.
✷
Definition 4.13. Consider K(N,n) in cA for n≥0. We assume that K(N,n) is
Reedy cofibrant. Let Λ• be an object in cA. Then we define
map(K(N,n), Λ˜•) =: Hn(Λ•, N),
where Λ• → Λ˜• is a fibrant approximation, to be the n-th cohomology space of
Λ• with coefficients in N . We define the n-th cohomology of Λ• by
π0H
n(Λ•, N) =: Hn(Λ•, N).
In the next lemma we will give an interpretation of these cohomology groups.
Remark 4.14. It follows for any Λ• in cA:
ΩHn(Λ•, N) ≃ Hn−1(Λ•, N)
Lemma 4.15. Let Λ• in cA be I-fibrant and n-I-equivalent to r0π0Λ•. Then there
is a natural isomorphism
Hn(Λ•, N [k]) ∼= Extn,k(N, π0Λ•)
of abelian groups.
Proof: The canonical map r0π0Λ• → Λ• obtained by adjunction factors as the
composition r0π0Λ• → skn+1 Λ• → Λ• of n-I-equivalences and we can approxi-
mate skn+1 Λ
• I-fibrantly by I• which yields an injective resolution of π0Λ• after
normalization. Now K(N [k], n) is an (n+1)-skeleton and we compute:
Hn(Λ•, N [k]) = π0map(K(N [k], n),Λ
•) ∼= π0map(K(N [k], n), I
•)
∼= Extn,k(N, π0Λ•)
✷
Remark 4.16. Let Y • be F -fibrant, such that F∗Y
• is n-I-equivalent to r0π0F∗Y •.
Altogether lemma 4.10 and lemma 4.15 yield the following isomorphism of abelian
groups:
π0map(L(A[k], n), Y
•) ∼= Ext
n,k
A
(A, π0F∗Y
•)
Here we assume L(A[k], n) and Y • to be both Reedy cofibrant. This is functorial
in Y •. It is not quite functorial in A, but for a morphism A → B after having
chosen two objects L(A[k], n) and L(B[k], n) there is a uniquely determined homo-
topy class L(A[k], n) → L(B[k], n) inducing A → B. The result tells us that an
object L(N,n) represents the cohomology functor Hn(F∗( ), N) in the homotopy
category Ho(cMF ). Note that the isomorphism is in particular valid if Y • is an
F -fibrant n-stage.
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We want to construct an obstruction calculus for lifting things from an interpo-
lation category to the next one. In order to carry this out, we study the difference
between potential (n−1)-stages and potential n-stages. In 4.18 and 4.19 we will
prove the existence of certain homotopy pushout diagrams, where the difference
between two stages is recognized as objects of type L(N,n) for suitable N and n.
This construction can be viewed as a (potential) Postnikov cotower, compare 4.20.
The following two lemmas are an example for the simplifications we get for the
stable case. The next lemma is the collapsed version of the so-called difference
construction in [5, 8.4.].
Lemma 4.17. Let n≥1 and provide cM with the F -structure. Let f : X• → Y • be
a map in cM, which induces an isomorphism on π0F∗ and whose homotopy cofiber
C• has the property that πsF∗C
• = 0 for 0≤s≤n−1. Let P • be the homotopy fiber
of f . Then there are isomorphisms P • ∼= ΩextC• and ΣextP • ∼= C• in Ho(cMF )
and skn+2 P
• is an object of type L(πnF∗C
•, n+ 1).
Proof: This follows directly from 3.29 and 3.30 and the long exact π♮∗-sequence.
✷
Lemma 4.18. Let X•n be a potential n-stage for A. Then sknX
•
n =: X
•
n−1 is a
potential (n−1)-stage for A, and there is a homotopy cofiber sequence in cMF :
L(A[n], n+ 1)→ X•n−1 → X
•
n
This sequence is also a homotopy fiber sequence in cMF .
Proof: Call Cn = hocofib(X
•
n−1 → X
•
n
). We know that π♮s of Cn vanishes except
in dimension n. Hence skn+2 Cn is F -equivalent to Cn. From 4.17 we see, that
ΣextΩextCn ≃ Cn ≃ ΩextΣextCn and that ΩextCn is an object of type L(A[n], n+1).
We also see that the sequence is a homotopy cofiber sequence as well as a homotopy
fiber sequence.
✷
Lemma 4.19. Let there be given a homotopy cofiber sequence in cMF :
L(A[n], n+ 1)
wn // X•n−1 // X
•
n
Let X•n−1 be a potential (n−1)-stage for A. A Reedy cofibrant approximation to
X•n is a potential n-stage for A if and only if the map wn induces an isomorphism
A[n] ∼= πn+1F∗X•n−1.
Proof: It follows from 3.19 that there is an exact sequence
0→ πnF∗X
•
n → π
n+1F∗L(A[n], n+ 1)
∼=−→ πn+1F∗X
•
n−1 → π
n+1F∗X
•
n → 0
and an isomorphism πn+2F∗X
•
n
∼= πn+3F∗L(A[n], n+1) ∼= A[n+1]. All other groups
of the form πsF∗X
•
n for s> 0 vanish, hence X
•
n has the right homotopy groups for
a potential n-stage for A, we just need to approximate it Reedy cofibrantly.
✷
Definition 4.20. We will call a map wn as in 4.19 an n-th attaching map,
i.e. if it is an F -cofibration of the form L(A[n], n + 1) → X•n−1 between Reedy
cofibrant objects, whose target is a potential n-stage. The induced homotopy class
will be called n-th co-k-invariant. The concept is dual to that of k-invariants of
a Postnikov-tower.
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If we need to refer to an attaching map stemming from a specified potential
n-stage X•n as in 4.18, we will write w
X•
n instead of wn. To an ∞-stage we can
associate attaching maps for each of its n-stages. By abuse of notation we will
denote them by wX
•
n without specifying an actual n-stage.
Now we start to describe the obstruction against the existence of realizations of
objects in IPn−1(F ).
Definition 4.21. Let X•n−1 be a potential (n−1)-stage for an object A. We call an
objectX• a potential n-stage over X•
n−1
if X• is a potential n-stage and sknX
•
is F -equivalent to X•n−1. This is equivalent to X
•
n−1 being (n− 1)-F -equivalent to
sknX
•.
The obstruction against the existence of an n-stage over a given (n− 1)-stage is
the existence of an attaching map wn like in 4.19. We are now going to reformulate
this in algebraic terms. We already know from remark 4.3 that for an (n− 1)-
stage X•n−1 its image F∗X
•
n−1 has the same cohomology groups as an object of
type K(A, 0) ⊕K(A[n], n+ 1). Without loss of generality we assume X•n−1 to be
F -fibrant. Hence we know that such an attaching map wn exists if and only if we
are able to construct a map
ωn : K(A[n], n+ 1)→ F∗X
•
n−1
inducing an isomorphism on πn+1F∗( ), because by the representing property 4.10
it follows that we were then able to choose wX
•
n such that
π0[φ(X
•
n−1)(wn)] = π0[ωn].
From 4.3 we have the homotopy cofiber sequence
K(A[n], n+ 2)→ skn+1 F∗X
•
n−1 → F∗X
•
n−1
and we can consider the following diagram:
sk1 F∗X
•
n−1
≃ //
∼=

K(A, 0) ≃ r0A
K(A[n], n+ 2)
βn
//

ho−p·
skn+1 F∗X
•
n−1

∗ //

skn+2 F∗X
•
n−1
∼= // F∗X
•
n−1
K(A[n], n+ 1)
ωn
66
(4.2)
Observe also that we have isomorphisms
Hn+2( skn+1 F∗X
•
n−1, A[n])
∼=−→ Hn+2(r0A,A[n]) = Extn+2,nA (A,A)
of abelian groups by lemma 4.15 or remark 4.16.
Definition 4.22. The homotopy class bn of the map βn in
π0map(K(A[n], n+ 2), r
0A) = Hn+2(r0A,A[n]) ∼= Ext
n+2,n
A
(A,A)
will be called the obstruction class of the potential (n− 1)-stage X•n−1.
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Lemma 4.23. In (4.2) the map ωn inducing an isomorphism on π
n+1F∗( ) exists
if and only if βn is nullhomotopic.
Proof: Obvious.
✷
Theorem 4.24. Let n≥1 and A be an object of A. Let X•n−1 be a potential
(n − 1)-stage of A. There exists a potential n-stage X•n over X
•
n−1 if and only if
the co-k-invariant bn from definition 4.22 in Ext
n+2,n(A,A) vanishes.
Proof: From 4.23 we know, that an attaching map for X•n exists if and only if
bn = 0.
✷
Now we are concerned with telling apart different realizations.
Definition 4.25. Let X•n and Y
•
n be potential n-stages for an object A with
sknX
•
n ≃ X
•
n−1 ≃ skn Y
•
n . The homotopy fiber of the canonical maps from X
•
n−1
to X•n and Y
•
n is L(A[n], n+ 1) by 4.18. We obtain two attaching maps
wX
•
n and wY
•
n : L(A[n], n+ 1)→ X•n−1,
The difference class of the objects X•n and Y
•
n is defined to be the class
δ(X•n, Y
•
n
) := π0(w
X•
n)− π0(w
Y •
n ) ∈ π0H
n+1(F∗X
•
n−1, A[n])
∼= Extn+1,n(A,A).
Remark 4.26. The proof of the next theorem shows that this defines an action
of Extn+1,nA (A,A) on the class of F -equivalence classes of potential n-stages over a
given potential (n−1)-stage. It is obviously transitive. This proves first of all that
there is just a set of such equivalence classes or, what is the same, of realizations
in IPn(F ) of a given object in IPn−1(F ).
Theorem 4.27. Let n≥1. There is an action of Extn+1,n(A,A) on the set of F -
equivalence classes of potential n-stages of A over a given potential (n−1)-stages,
if it is non-empty, which is transitive and free.
Proof: Let X•n be a potential n-stage with X
•
n−1 := sknX
•
n and take a class
κ ∈Extn+1,nA (A,A). We want to construct a potential n-stage Y
•
n over X
•
n−1, such
that κ = δ(X•n, Y
•
n
). Consider the map γ given by the following composition
K(A[n], n+ 1)
κ // K(A, 0)
incl. // K(A, 0)⊕K(A[n], n+ 1) ∼= F∗X•n−1 ,
and let c : L(A[n], n + 1) → X•n−1 be a realization of γ existing by 4.10. Take a
map
ωn : K(A[n], n+ 1)→ F∗X
•
n−1
from (4.2) representing the homotopy class of
wX
•
n : L(A[n], n+ 1)→ X•n−1
associated to X•n by 4.18 and add it to c. The resulting map ωn + γ will still
induce an isomorphism on πn+1, since γ itself induces the zero map on πn+1. Thus
the cofiber Y •n of the corresponding map w
X•
n + c : L(A[n], n + 1) → X•n−1 is a
potential n-stage over X•n−1 by 4.19, which realizes the given difference class, hence
κ = δ(X•n, Y
•
n
). This process is obviously additive in [κ], therefore we have a group
action. It is also clear that X•n
∼= Y •n in IPn(F ) if and only if κ = 0.
✷
Now we are going to describe the obstruction for lifting maps.
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Definition 4.28. Let n≥1. Let X• and Y • be objects in IPn(F ) and let ϕ :
σnX
• → σnY • be a map in IPn−1(F ). We say that ϕ lifts if there is a map
Φ : X• → Y • such that σnΦ = ϕ. In this case we call Φ a lifting of ϕ.
Remark 4.29. By definition every objectW • in IPn(F ) can be approximated by a
potential n-stage, which corresponds to n-F -cofibrant approximation. On the other
side it can be approximated F -fibrantly such that F∗W
• is (n+ 1)-I-equivalent to
r0π0F∗W
•.
Between a potential n-stage X• and an F -fibrant Y • where F∗Y
• is (n + 1)-
I-equivalent to π0F∗Y • every morphism in IPn(F ) can be represented by a map
f : X• → Y • in cM.
Assume that we are given a morphism from X• to Y • in IPn−1(F ), then this
can be represented by a map f : sknX
• → Y •. Now f lifts if and only if there is a
map f˜ : X• → Y • such that
sknX
• // X• // Y •
is homotopic to f in cMF .
Theorem 4.30. A morphism σnX
• → σnY • in IPn−1(F ) lifts to a morphism
X• → Y • in IPn(F ) if and only if obn(f) ∈Ext
n+1,n
A
(π0F∗X
•, π0F∗Y
•) defined in
(4.4) vanishes.
Proof: We assume without loss of generality that X• is a potential n-stage for an
object A and that Y • is F -fibrant such that F∗Y
• is (n + 1)-I-equivalent to r0B
in cA. We can achieve this by approximations in the n-F -structure. Also without
loss of generality we can replace to homotopy cofiber sequence
L(A[n], n+ 1)
wX
•
n
// X•n−1 // X
•
n
in cMF of 4.19 by an actual cofiber sequence using factorizations in the F -structure.
This means that we have constructed the following solid arrow diagram
L(A[n], n+ 1)
wX
•
n
//
 p·
sknX
• f //

Y •
PL //
44
X•
;;
(4.3)
where PL
F
≃ ∗ is a path object in the F -structure for L(A[n], n+ 1). We conclude
that the existence of the dotted liftings in diagram (4.3) are equivalent to each
other. By 4.10 we deduce that an extension of f to X• exists if and only if the map
K(A[n], n+ 1)
φ(fwX
•
n)
// F∗Y
•
is null homotopic, where φ is the map from (4.1). φ(fwX
•
n) defines an obstruction
element
(4.4) obn(f) := [φ(fw
X•
n)] ∈Hn+1(F∗Y
•, A[n]) = Extn+1,nA (π
0F∗X
•, π0F∗Y
•)
by 4.15. Recall that F∗Y
• is (n+1)-I-equivalent to r0π0F∗Y • = r0B. So remark
4.16 applies.
✷
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Before we proceed to the next theorem we have to reformulate the obstruction
defined in (4.4). Here we use the “almost stability” of Ho(cMF ) that is displayed
in 3.29, 3.30 and 4.18. In the situation of (4.3) we want to achieve, that f factors
over a potential (n− 1)-stage of Y •. Let
skn Y
• υ // Y˜ •n−1
υ˜ // Y •
be a factorization of the canonical inclusion map into an (n−1)-F -cofibration υ
followed by an (n−1)-F -trivial fibration υ˜. The map υ will necessarily be an F -
trivial cofibration. Obviously, Y˜ •n−1 is a potential (n−1)-stage and the co-k-invariant
of Y • is represented by υ˜ ◦wY˜
•
n . Then the map f : sknX
• → Y • factors over a map
f˜ : sknX
• → Y˜ •n−1 whose homotopy class is uniquely determined. The attaching
map wY
•
n prolongs to an attaching map
L(B[n], n+ 1)
wY
•
n
// skn Y
• υ // Y˜ •n−1,
which we will denote by wY˜
•
n . Since υ is an F -equivalence, it induces the same class
in Extn+1,n(B,B) as wY
•
n . Consider the following diagram:
L(A[n], n+ 1)
wX
•
n
//
f

sknX
•
f˜

L(B[n], n+ 1)
wY˜
•
n
// Y˜ •n−1
(4.5)
Here f is induced by f in the following sense: It represents the uniquely determined
homotopy class that induces the map π0F∗(f) : A→ B, compare 4.16.
We observe that, if we are given a diagram like (4.3), we get a diagram (4.5) and
we have the following equation
(4.6) obn(f) = [φ(fw
X•
n ] = (υ˜)∗
(
[wY˜
•
n f ]− [f˜wX
•
n ]
)
∈ Extn+1,nA (A,B),
since L(B[n], n+ 1)
wY˜
•
n
// Y˜ •n−1
υ˜ //Y • is a homotopy cofiber sequence.
Lemma 4.31. The obstruction obn(f) from (4.4) vanishes if and only if the dia-
gram (4.5) commutes in Ho(cMF ).
Proof: If the square commutes up to homotopy we can strictify it by changing f
and f˜ within their homotopy class. Then we can apply the pushout functor and
obtain a map X• → Y •. We can turn this process around if we remember that the
homotopy cofiber sequence in 4.18 is also a homotopy fiber sequence. So if a lifting
exists, which is equivalent to obn(f) = 0, then this diagram commutes.
✷
Theorem 4.32. Let X• and Y • be objects in IPn(F ) such that π
0F∗X
• = A and
π0F∗Y
• = B. Then the map
obn( ) : HomIPn−1(F )(σnX
•, σnY
•)→ Extn+1,nA (A,B)
is a homomorphism satisfying property (iii) of C.4.
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Proof: There is a map of sets HomIPn−1(F )(σnX
•, σnY
•)→ Extn+1,nA (A,B), where
we map an f like in (4.3) to obn(f) as defined in (4.4). This is well defined by 4.10.
We easily see that it is a homomorphism of abelian groups when we put the fold
map Y • ⊕ Y • → Y • in the place of Y • in diagram 4.3.
Property (iii) of C.4 follows immediately by 4.31 by considering two squares like
(4.5) for [f ] : σnX
• → σnY • and [g] : σnY • → σnZ• respectively.
L(A[n], n+ 1)
wX
•
n
//
f

sknX
•
f˜

L(B[n], n+ 1)
wY
•
n
//
g

Y˜ •n−1
g˜

L(C[n], n+ 1)
wZ
•
n
// Z˜•n−1
Now the statement follows directly from 4.6 and 4.5. The homotopy classes involv-
ing the term wY
•
n cancel out.
✷
Remark 4.33. The homomorphism obn is identified by 4.43 and 5.9 with the
differential dn : E
0,0
n
(X,Y ) → Extn+1,nA (FX,FY ) in the Adams spectral sequence
for F . Here E0,0n (X,Y ) is the intersection of the kernels of the previous differentials.
In particular we get from (4.6) the following formula
dnf = w
Y
n−1f − fw
X
n−1
for f ∈HomA(FX,FY ), which is reminiscent of [8, Prop. 8.10.]. Here w
X
n−1 and
wYn−1 are the co-k-invariants of X and Y .
From diagram (4.3) we are now going to derive the obstruction against the
uniqueness of the realization of f .
Definition 4.34. Let f : X• → Y • be a map of potential n-stages for A and B
respectively and for n≥1. Let α ∈Extn,nA (A,B). We define a new map α + f :
X• → Y • by the following diagram:
(4.7) ∗

// L(A[n], n)
α

X•
α+f
// Y •
L(A[n], n+ 1) //

~~||
||
|
∗

}}||
||
|
f ′′

sknX
• //






f ′
++
X•
f
$$H
HH
HH
HH
H
This diagram commutes up to homotopy, it can be strictified by choosing appro-
priate replacements for ∗ by external cone objects. The top square, the square on
the left and the square in the back part of (4.7) are homotopy pushout squares.
The datum of a map f is equivalent to giving maps f ′ and f ′′ making the obvious
square (homotopy) commutative. Prescribing the homotopy class of α is equivalent
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to the existence of a map α + f whose homotopy class is, like that of f , a lifting
of the homotopy class of f ′ in the sense of 4.28. Of course, the homotopy class of
α+ f is uniquely determined by the homotopy class of α (and of f). This defines
a group action of Extn,nA (A,B) on the liftings of a map sknX
• → Y • in IPn(F ), if
they exist. We will denote this action by γn, so that α+ f = γn(α, f).
Theorem 4.35. The map γn is an action of Ext
n,n
A
(A,B) on HomIPn(F )(X
•, Y •).
Two morphisms agree on the n-skeleton if and only if they are in the same orbit.
The restriction of the action to the set of realizations in IPn(F ) of a given mor-
phism in IPn−1(F ) is free and transitive. The restricted action satisfies the linear
distributivity law from C.4.
Proof: All facts are straightforward. To prove that the linear distributivity law
holds we observe that the data to construct (β+ g)(α+ f) is contained in the map
L(A[n], n)
diag
//
L(A[n], n)
⊕
L(A[n], n)
α
''
f
77
L(B[n], n)
β
66Y
•
g
// Z•,
where the homotopy class of f is induced by f : X• → Y •. The induced map
X• → Z• is g∗α+ f∗β + gf .
✷
4.2. The tower of interpolation categories. We will now plug the n-F -struc-
tures from theorem 3.14 into the tower of truncated homotopy categories in 2.10.
Suitable subcategories then supply a tower of interpolation categories for F . There
are two ways to describe this tower. The first one is closer to the philosophy in [5].
Definition 4.36. Let n≥0. Let IMn(F ) be the full subcategory of cM that
consists of those objects X•, which are F -equivalent to a potential n-stage for some
A in A defined in 4.1. We call this category the n-th interpolation model of F .
Let IPn(F ) be the image of IMn(F ) in Ho(cMF ). We call this category the
n-th interpolation category of the functor F .
Remark 4.37. The second one is closer to our idea of truncated objects, where only
the front end of the objects count and where we do not care for the higher degrees.
Consider the full subcategory of cM of objects, which are n-F -equivalent to some
potential n-stage. Then IPn(F ) is equivalent to the image of this subcategory in
Ho(cMn−F ). The notion of isomorphism in Ho(cM0−F ) is rather coarse, hence a
lot of objects become identified. As n grows, fewer and fewer objects qualify for
IPn(F ), while the equivalences get finer and finer.
Note that whether X• belongs to some interpolation category or not is detected
by FX•, see remark 4.3.
Remark 4.38. The functors σn from our tower of truncated homotopy categories
restrict to our interpolation categories IPn(F ). Also θnX for some X in T lands
in IPn(F ). We will continue to denote these functors by θn and σn.
There is also an additional functor π0F∗ ∼= H0NF∗ : IPn(F ) → A, which is
derived from the functor cM→A given by
X• 7→ π0F∗X
•.
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We arrive at the following tower of interpolation categories:
T
θn+1
xxqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
θn

...
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
GG
F // A
IPn+1(F ) σn
// IPn(F ) // . . . // IP1(F ) σ0
// IP0(F )
H0NF∗=π
0F∗
OO
(4.8)
Again this diagram 2-commutes in the 2-category of categories. It is worth to
emphasize that the restricted functors σn and θn here in general do not possess left
adjoints contrary to the ones in 2.10. The left adjoints there do not take values in
some interpolation category.
4.3. Spectral sequences. Before we start the discussion about spectral sequences,
let us explain what we want to find out. We would like to state that if we have
found an object X• which looks like a fibrant replacement of a constant object,
thus πsFX• = 0 for all s> 0, then TotX• is an actual realization of π0FX•. We
will use this in 5.11 and 5.12. Unfortunately there are problems with the spectral
sequences in the cosimplicial case which do not occur in a simplicial setting.
Definition 4.39. For an object Y • in cM let FibsY
• denote the fiber of Tots Y
• →
Tots−1 Y
•.
Remark 4.40. We already mentioned that the spiral exact sequence can be spliced
together to an exact couple giving the spectral sequence (2.4):
Ep,q2 = πp[X
•,ΩqG] =⇒ colim
k
π♮k(X
•,Ωp+q−kG)
Like in [17, 3.9] it follows that this spectral sequence is isomorphic from the E2-
term onward to a more familiar one, namely the G-cohomology spectral sequence
of the total tower {TotsX•} for every G ∈G. Its E1-term consists of
Es1 = G
∗FibsX
• = [FibsX
•, G]∗.
Since X• is Reedy-fibrant, there is an isomorphism FibsX
• ∼= ΩsNsX• by [18, p.
391], where NsX• := fiber(Xs → M sX•) is the geometric normalization of X•.
Moreover it is true that there is an isomorphism
(4.9) G∗(FibsX
•) = G∗(ΩsNsX•) ∼= Ns(G
∗+sX•),
where on the right hand side Ns denotes the normalization of complexes. Also the
spectral sequence differential d1 : G
∗(Fibs+1X
•) → G∗(FibsX
•) coincides up to
sign with the boundary of the normalized cochain complex N∗(G
∗X•). Hence:
(4.10) Es2 = πs[X
•, G] =⇒ colim
k
[ TotkX
•, G]
Theorem 6.1(a) from [6] states that the convergence of this spectral sequences is
strong if and only if lim1r E
∗
r = 0. Problems arise now when we try to relate the
target with the term HomA(π
0FX•, F∗G). Let us formulate all this still in another
way. Consider the homology spectral sequence of a cosimplicial space
Es,t2 = π
sFtX
• =⇒ lim
k
Ft−s TotkX
•
with differentials
dr : E
s,t
r → E
s+r,t+r−1
r .
Again a necessary and sufficient criterion for strong convergence is the vanishing of
lim1r E
∗
r . Now the question arises, what has lims F TotsX
• to do with F TotX•.
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If our functor F commutes with countable products, we could set up a Milnor-type
sequence, which answered this question. But in the cases of interest F will not
commute with infinite products, and the question has to remain open in general.
The point is that Tot of a fibrant approximation computes a completion of the initial
object, which may not coincide with the (localization of the) object. In the case of
F = E∗ given by a suitable ring spectrum E this will be the E-completion, which
is proved in [4]. The answer we can offer is that, whenever the convergence results
from [9] apply or the completion is known to be isomorphic to the localization, we
can derive the existence of X in T . Later, when it comes to realization questions,
we will simply assume that the injective dimension of each object in A is finite,
which will render all convergence problems trivial.
Lemma 4.41. Let X• be an F -fibrant object with the property that for s> 0
πs[X
•, G] = 0.
(i) Then there is a natural isomorphism
lim
s
F∗ TotsX
• ∼= π0F∗X
•.
For every G ∈ {F−inj} there are natural isomorphisms
colim
k
π♮k(X
•,Ωp+q−kG) ∼= colim
s
[ TotsX
•, G] ∼= HomA(π
0FX•, FG).
(ii) If π0FX• has finite injective dimension then there are isomorphisms
F TotX• ∼= π0FX•
and for every G ∈ {F−inj}
[ TotX•, G] ∼= colim
s
[ TotsX
•, G] ∼= HomA(π
0FX•, FG).
Proof: The isomorphisms of part (i) follow from the fact that all the aforemen-
tioned spectral sequences collapse at the E2-level with non-vanishing terms just in
filtration 0 and converge strongly. Part (ii) follows from FibsΩ
sNsX• and (4.9),
which imply that the constant tower {F∗ TotX
•} and the tower {F∗ TotkX
•} are
pro-equivalent.
✷
Corollary 4.42. For every Y in M let r0Y → Y • be an F -fibrant approxima-
tion. Then the canonical map Y → TotY • is an isomorphism in T , if F detects
isomorphisms and if FY has finite injective dimension.
Proof: We immediately derive this result from 4.41.
✷
Remark 4.43. Finally we remark that we get back to the modified Adams spec-
tral sequence if we apply the functor [X, ] to the total tower of an F -fibrant
approximation Y • of an object Y from T . The modified Adams spectral sequence
is constructed in the same way as the original Adams spectral sequence, but it uses
absolute injective resolutions instead of relative ones. It was introduced in [10].
Other accounts are given in [8], [11] and [16]. It can be considered as the Bousfield-
Kan spectral sequence of the simplicial space mappro(X,Y •). The E1-term is given
by
(4.11) Es,t1 = π0map(Σ
tX,NsY •) ∼= [X,NsY •]t.
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Since Y • is an F -fibrant approximation to r0Y it follows that the E2-term takes
the following form
Es,t2 = Ext
s,t
A
(F∗X,F∗Y ),
which is independent of the choice of the F -fibrant approximation and functorial
in X and Y . The differentials are maps
(4.12) dr : E
s,t
r → E
s+r,t+r−1
r .
We have another construction of the modified Adams spectral sequence obtained
by applying the functor [ , Y •]F to the Postnikov cotower from 2.9. We get an
exact couple
... [ sks (X ⊗∆
•), Y •]F
oo

[ sks+1 (X ⊗∆•), Y •]F
oo

...oo
Exts+1,sA (A,B)
+
44jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj
Exts+2,s+1A (A,B)
+
77ooooooooooooo
(4.13)
where the lower terms are identified by 4.10 and 4.18. The + indicates, that the
map raises the external degree by one, so the differentials have the same form as in
(4.12). It follows from the dual version of [17, Lemma 3.9.], that the exact couple
from (4.13) is isomorphic to the derived couple of the E1-exact couple in (4.11).
Hence the spectral sequences coincide from the E2-term on.
For convergence results we have to take the usual precautions, see [11]. It is
shown in [4] that it converges strongly to [X,F∧Y ] if and only if lim1r E
∗,∗
r = 0.
Here F is a topologically flat ring spectrum with F∗F commutative (see [22]) and
F∧Y is the F -completion of Y .
5. Properties of interpolation categories
In 5.1 we describe the properties our tower of interpolation categories enjoys. In
subsection 5.2 express these facts in terms of moduli spaces. The analogous results
their have been obtained in [5] but our proofs are much shorter due to our truncated
model structures.
5.1. Properties. The axioms that hold for our interpolation categories are taken
from [1, VI.5] and briefly explained in appendix C.
Theorem 5.1. Let F be a homological functor as in 3.10 and n≥1. Then the
following diagram
Extn,nA (π
0F∗( ), π
0F∗( ))→ IPn(F )→ IPn−1(F )
→ Extn+1,nA (π
0F∗( ), π
0F∗( ))
is an exact sequence of categories in the sense of C.4.
Proof: We have to check the various points in definition C.4. That the Ext-terms
here define natural systems of abelian groups is clear. Property (i) of C.4 is proved
in 4.35. (ii) follows from 4.30. Point (iii) is shown in 4.32 and (iv) follows from the
proof of theorem 4.27.
✷
Theorem 5.2. For each n≥0 the functor σn : IPn+1(F ) → IPn(F ) detects iso-
morphisms.
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Proof: This follows from 5.1 and C.5.
✷
Theorem 5.3. The functor π0F∗ : IP0(F )→ A is an equivalence of categories.
Proof: We will prove that π0F is essentially surjective and induces a bijection
(5.1) HomIP0(F )(X
•, Y •)→ HomA(π
0F∗X
•, π0F∗Y
•)
for arbitrary objects X• and Y • in IP0(F ).
Let A be in A. Choose an injective resolution A→ I•. Using remark 3.9 we can
realize I• as a diagram in T = Ho(M). It was shown in 4.7 that we can realize the
beginning part of this resolution by a 1-truncated cosimplicial object E• in c1M.
Let X• in cM be l1E•, where l1 is the left Kan extension to cM. Such an object
is in IM0(F ) because it is an object of the form L(A, 0). By construction we have
π0F∗X
• ∼= ker[F∗E0
d1−d0
//F∗E
1 ] ∼= ker[I0 → I1] ∼= A,
which proves that π0F∗ is essentially surjective. Now let X
• and Y • be objects
in IP0(F ). Suppose we are given a map A → B in A with A = π0F∗X• and
B = π0F∗B
•. We can assume that X• is 0-F -cofibrant and Y • is F -fibrant. Then
X• is of type L(A, 0). A map from A to B can be extended to a map
K(A, 0)→ F∗Y
•,
since r0 is left adjoint to taking the maximal augmentation π0( ). Now 4.10
delivers us a map L(A, 0) = X• → Y • in cM inducing A→ B. Hence the functor
is full.
Finally let X• → Y • be a morphism in IP0(F ) that is in the kernel of the map
(5.1). Again we assume, that X• is 0-F -cofibrant and Y • is F -fibrant. This implies
that the morphism is represented by a map X• → Y • in cM , but also that X• is
of type L(A, 0). The induced map
K(A, 0)→ F∗X
• → F∗Y
•
is null homotopic by assumption. But then the fact that L(A, 0) = X• → Y • is
null homotopic follows again from 4.10. This proves that π0F∗( ) is faithful.
✷
Theorem 5.4. Let A be an object in A of injective dimension ≤n + 2 for n≥0.
The object A is realizable in T if and only if there exists an object X• in IPn(F )
with π0F∗X
• ∼= A or equivalently a potential n-stage for A.
Proof: The necessity of the existence of a potential n-stage is obvious, but also the
sufficiency follows easily, since the obstructions against the existence of a realization
as an ∞-stage X• lie in Extn+3+s,n+1+sA (A,A) for s≥0 and these groups vanish by
assumption. Now for a fibrant approximation X• → X˜• the total space Tot X˜• is
a realization of A by 4.41.
✷
Theorem 5.5. Let A be an object in A with dimA≤n + 1 for n≥0. Let X• in
IPn(F ) be an object with π
0F∗X
• ∼= A. Then there exists an object X in T , which
is a lifting of X• (and of A), and its isomorphism class in T is uniquely determined.
Proof: Analogously to the previous proof now also all obstruction against unique-
ness given by theorem 4.27 vanish.
✷
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Definition 5.6. Recall that A has enough injectives by assumption. We consider
the full subcategory Tn of T consisting of those objects X such that F∗X has
injective dimension ≤n. This defines an increasing filtration of T with T0 equal to
the full subcategory of F -injective objects Tinj. The inclusion functors Tn →֒ T will
be called in.
Theorem 5.7. The functors θkin : Tn → IPk(F ) are full for k ≥n−1. The functors
θkin : Tn → IPk(F ) are faithful for k ≥n.
Proof: If X is an object of T then its image θkX in IPk(F ) is the k-F -equivalence
class of r0X . Let X and Y be in Tn where we assume from the beginning on that
both are fibrant and cofibrant. We have to show that the map
(5.2) HomTn(X,Y )→ HomIPk(F )(θkX, θkY )
is a bijection for k ≥n − 1. To prove surjectivity we take F -fibrant replacements
X˜• and Y • of θkX = r
0X and θkY = r
0Y respectively and then we replace
X˜• Reedy cofibrantly by X•. Now each morphism [f ] in HomIPk(F )(r
0X, r0Y ) ∼=
HomIPk(F )(X
•, Y •) is represented by a map
f : skk+1X
• → Y •
in cM. The obstructions against extending this map to higher skeleta of X• lie in
Extk+2+s,k+1+sA (F∗X,F∗Y ) for s≥0 by 4.30. All these groups vanish for k ≥n − 1
because the injective dimension is smaller than or equal to n< k + 2. We end up
with a map f∞ : X
• → Y •. Now we get a morphism
f˜ : X ∼= TotX•
Tot f∞
// TotY • ∼= Y
in T , where the isomorphisms are the canonical maps from 4.42, and they are
isomorphisms since F detects them. By lemma 2.11 or remark 2.12 RTot and Lr0
are a Quillen pair, and so σnf˜ corresponds to [f ] via the isomorphism
HomIPk(F )(r
0X, r0Y ) ∼= HomIPk(F )(X
•, Y •)
induced by the various replacements. So we have shown that θn is full.
The second part of the theorem amounts to prove the injectivity of the map
(5.3) HomTk(X,Y )→ HomIPk(F )(θkX, θkY )
for k ≥n. This map is a homomorphism of abelian groups since θk is additive.
Let g : X → Y represent a morphism that is mapped to zero. Again we pick
replacements X• and Y • of r0X and r0Y as above. We find a map g∞ : X
• → Y •
whose homotopy class is uniquely determined by r0g : r0X → r0Y and which is
nullhomotopic in cMF when we restrict it to the (k + 1)-skeleton of X•. This is
displayed in the following solid arrow diagram which strictly commutes:
skk+1X
• H //
sk+1

jk+1
''O
OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
O
hom(∆1, Y •)
d0 //
d1
%%K
KK
KK
KK
KK
K
Y •
skk+2X
•
jk+2
//
H′
77
X• ∗
//
sssss
g∞
99sssss
Y •
The evaluation maps d0 and d1 : hom(∆
1, Y •)→ Y • are F -equivalences, so for both
objects their π0F∗-term is isomorphic to F∗Y in Tn. In particular it follows from
the first part of the theorem that H ′ exists with H ′sk+1 ≃ H in the F -structure.
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Actually the proof of 4.30 shows that we can arrange this to be strictly equal. It
tells us that d0H
′ and g∞jk+2 are both extensions of the map g∞jk+1 = d0H .
The obstructions against uniqueness of liftings, which are the homotopy classes of
these extensions, lie in Extk+1,k+1A (F∗X,F∗Y ) and this group vanishes since the
injective dimension is smaller than or equal to n< k + 1 by assumption. It follows
that g∞jk+2 is F -homotopic to d0H
′. The same argument works with the other
evaluation map d1 and shows that g∞jk+2 is nullhomotopic. By induction we can
extend this over all skeleta since all higher obstruction groups also vanish. The
skeletal tower of X• is a tower of F -cofibrations between Reedy cofibrant (aka.
F -cofibrant) objects since X• is Reedy cofibrant, therefore we have
X• ∼= colim
k
skkX
• ∼= hocolim
k
skkX
•.
Hence the successive extensions give us a map g′∞ : X
• → Y • which on one side is
homotopic to g∞ and on the other to ∗. Because the homotopy class of g∞ or g′∞
corresponds under the isomorphism
π0map(X
•, Y •) ∼= π0map(r
0X, r0Y )
to r0g, this shows that our original map r0g is nullhomotopic in cM. Finally
constant cosimplicial objects over fibrant objects are Reedy fibrant, so we can apply
and conclude
[g] = 0 ∈ π0mapM(X,Y ),
since Tot maps external homotopies between Reedy fibrant objects to homotopies
in M.
✷
Actually the previous statement can be strengthened since for both assertions
only the fact that Y is in Tn was needed. A plausible extension of 5.7 is the
statement, that the functor T → IPn(F ) given by
X 7→ HomIPn(F )(θnX,Y
•)
for some Y • in IPn(F ) is representable if and only if dimπ
0FY • ≤n, but we have
not been able to prove that.
The following theorem relates the tower of interpolation categories to the Adams
spectral sequence associated to F .
Definition 5.8. A map f in T is said to be of Adams filtration n if it admits a
factorization f = f1...fn, where the maps fi induce the zero map via F in A. Let
Fn[X,Y ] be the set of all maps of Adams filtration n, where we set F 0[X,Y ] :=
[X,Y ]. We obtain a decreasing filtration of [X,Y ].
Theorem 5.9. For n≥0 there is a natural isomorphism
Fn+1[X,Y ] ∼= ker [[X,Y ]→ HomIPn(F )(θnX, θnY )].
Proof: Let r0Y → Y • be an F -fibrant approximation and remember that NF∗Y •
is an injective resolution of F∗Y . For n = 0 the claim follows from the equivalence
IP0(F ) ∼= A. For n = 1 a map f ∈F 2 in particular induces the zero map in A, thus
it admits a factorization
X → Y˜ 1 → Y
where Y˜ 1 is the fiber of the map Y → Y 0. It follows easily that such maps f are
characterized by the fact that the map X → Y˜ 1 induces the zero map in A. On
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the other hand a map f : X → Y is in the kernel above if and only if the map
sk2 (X ⊗∆•)→ Y • representing θ1f : θ1X → θ1Y admits a lifting:
hom(∆1, Y •)×Y • ∗

sk2 (X ⊗∆
•)
55llllllllllllll
// Y •
Considering the non-degenerate 1-simplex in X ⊗∆1 shows that the map X → Y 1
is null homotopic. This map also factorizes over X → Y˜ 1 and, since FY˜ 1 → F∗Y 1
is injective, it follows that X → Y˜ 1 induces the zero map. We can work backwards
and show that, if X → Y˜ 1 induces the zero map, we can construct null homotopy on
the 2-skeleton, which proves the isomorphism. For higher n we proceed inductively.
We show that the map X → Y˜ n, where Y˜ n is the fiber of the map Y˜ n−1 → Y n−1,
induces the zero map if and only if there is a diagram:
hom(∆1, Y •)×Y • ∗

skn+1 (X ⊗∆
•)
55kkkkkkkkkkkkkk
// Y •
✷
5.2. Moduli spaces of realizations. Again we let F be a homological functor as
in 3.10, F detects isomorphisms in T . Note that this assumption means that
a map X → Y in M induces an isomorphism F∗X → F∗Y if and only if it was a
weak equivalence. We summarize the necessary theory of moduli spaces in B.
Definition 5.10. Let A be an object in A. We define the space of realizations
of A to be the moduli space of all objects X in M, such that their image F∗X is
isomorphic to A (see Def. B.3). We will write Real(A).
We define the space of n-th partial realizations of A to be the moduli space
of all objects X• in cM that are potential n-stages for A (see Def. 4.1). We will
write Realn(A). Everything makes also sense for n = ∞ and hence we define in
the same way the space of ∞-stages of A and denote it by Real∞(A). Recall
that ∞-G-structure is just another name for the G-structure.
The first theorem we are heading for is 5.12 which tells us that∞-stages are the
same as actual realizations in T = Ho(M). The next step is theorem 5.13 which
relates the moduli space of ∞-stages to the spaces Realn (A) of potential n-stages.
Finally we establish in 5.19 a fiber sequence involving Realn−1 (A) and Realn (A).
Remark 5.11. To relate an ∞-stage of an object in A to an actual realization we
use the functor Tot : cM→M. By 4.40 there is a spectral sequence:
Es,t2 = πsFtX
• =⇒ lim
k
Ft−s TotkX
•
From lemma 4.41 we can read off that for an∞-stage X• of an object A with finite
injective dimension the spectral sequence collapses and its edge homomorphism
gives an isomorphism
F∗ TotX
• ∼= lim
k
F∗ TotkX
• ∼= A.
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More generally the spectral sequence gives such an isomorphism whenever the re-
sults in [9] say so. We see that under these assumptions the functor Tot induces a
natural map
(5.4) Real∞ (A)→ Real (A).
Theorem 5.12. The map (5.4) is a weak equivalence of spaces if A has finite
injective dimension or if the convergence results from [9] apply.
Proof: Let X be a realization of A inM. Then the canonical map X → Tot r0X =
Tot0 r
0X = X is even an isomorphism in M.
Let X• be a vertex in Real∞ (A), in other words an ∞-stage of A. Without loss
of generality we assume that X• is F -fibrant and Reedy cofibrant, because these
manipulations induce self equivalences of the moduli space Real∞ (A). But now
the map
r0 TotX• → X•
is an F -equivalence by 4.41. Since F detects isomorphisms in T , this shows that
the maps induced by Tot and r0 are mutually inverse homotopy equivalences.
✷
The rest of this subsection is true without any restriction on A.
Theorem 5.13. The canonical map
Real∞ (A)→ holim
n
Realn (A)
is a weak equivalence.
We prove this theorem after having established two lemmas.
Definition 5.14. Let weakS(A
•, B•) denote the simplicial set given by
weakS(A
•, B•)n := HomWS(A
• ⊗∆n, B•),
where WS is the subcategory of weak equivalences in some simplicial model struc-
ture S on cM. If A• is fibrant and cofibrant in S then
weakS(A
•, A•) = hautS(A
•)
by definition B.1. Analogously to remark B.2 we observe that weakS(A
•, B•) is a
union of connected components of mapS(A
•, B•).
Lemma 5.15. Let G be a class of injective models for M. Let X• be a Reedy
cofibrant object and Y • be a G-fibrant object in cM. Then there is a canonical map
holim
n
weakn−G( skn+1X
•, Y •)
≃
−→ lim
n
weakn−G( skn+1X
•, Y •)
∼= weakG(X
•, Y •)
where the first one is a weak equivalence and the second one is an isomorphism
which are natural in both variables for G-equivalences.
Proof: First we observe that the corresponding statement for the functor map( , )
is true. Here map( , ) which is the external mapping space from A.2 always
has homotopy meaning since skn+1X
• → X• is an n-G-cofibrant approximation.
Also the tower maps are fibrations by (SM7’) because they are induced by the
G-cofibration sknX• → skn+1X•. Finally map( , ) turns colimits in the first
variable into limits and colimn skn+1X
• ∼= X•.
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The proof is finished by the above remark that weakS(X
•, Y •) is a union of
components in mapS(X
•, Y •) and that these components form a tower because
n-G-equivalences are mapped to (n−1)-equivalences by the restriction of the upper
maps.
✷
Lemma 5.16. Let X• be F -fibrant and Reedy cofibrant, then the canonical map
hautF (X
•)→ holim
n
hautn−F ( skn+1X
•)
is a weak equivalence.
Remark 5.17. Note that the homotopy self equivalences on the right hand side
can also be taken in the F -structure since n-F -equivalences and F -equivalences
agree on n-F -cofibrant objects.
Proof of 5.16: The inclusions of the skeletons into X• induce the following com-
mutative diagram:
hautn−F ( skn+1X
•)
≃

// haut(n−1)−F ( sknX
•)
≃

weakn−F ( skn+1X
•, X•)
ωn // weak(n−1)−F ( sknX
•, X•)
Both horizontal maps fit into a tower of maps when we vary n. We want to compute
the homotopy limit of the upper tower. To do this we have to replace this tower
by an objectwise weakly equivalent one in which the tower maps are fibrations.
This is provided by the lower tower as we proved in 5.15. The vertical maps are
homotopy equivalences because skn+1X
• → X• is a cofibrant approximation in the
n-F -structure. The result follows now from 5.15.
✷
Proof of 5.13: By theorem B.4 we have the following weak equivalences
Real∞ (A) ≃
⊔
〈X•〉F
BhautF (X
•)
where the coproduct is taken over all F -equivalence classes 〈X•〉 of ∞-stages X•
of A. By the same theorem we obtain the first of the next two weak equivalences
Realn (A) ≃
⊔
〈X•
n
〉F
BhautF (X
•
n
) ≃
⊔
〈X•
n
〉n−F
Bhautn−F (X
•
n
),
where the coproduct is taken over all F -equivalence classes 〈X•n〉 of potential n-
stages X•n of A. Because the F - and the n-F -equivalences agree on n-F -cofibrant
objects, there is a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence classes of po-
tential n-stages in the F -structure and in the n-F -structure and there is a weak
equivalence hautF (X
•) ≃ hautn−F (X•). Hence we get the second weak equivalence
where the coproduct is taken over weak equivalence classes in the n-F -structure.
The theorem follows now from lemma 5.16 and the fact that the classifying space
functor B from simplicial monoids to S preserves weak equivalences, fibrations and
limits.
✷
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Theorem 5.18. Let A be an object in A. Then we have a weak equivalence
Real0 (A) ≃ BAut(A).
Proof: This is just a restatement of the equivalence in 4.12.
✷
Theorem 5.19. Let X•n−1 be a potential (n− 1)-stage for an object A in A. Then
there is a fiber sequence
Hn+1(r0A,A[n])→ Realn (A)X•
n−1
→M(X•n−1),
where Realn (A)X•
n−1
are those components of Realn (A) that correspond to objects
X• with sknX
• ≃ X•n−1.
Proof: By 4.18 there is a cofiber sequence
X•n−1 → X
•
n → L(A[n], n)
in cMF inducing the following fiber sequence in S:
map(L(A[n], n), X•n)→ map(X
•
n, X
•
n
)→ map(X•n−1, X
•
n
)
Passing to appropriate components gives a fiber sequence
map(L(A[n], n), X•n)→ weakn−F (X
•
n, X
•
n
)→ weak(n−1)−F (X
•
n−1, X
•
n
)
of grouplike simplicial monoids. Applying the classifying space functor B to this
sequence yields a fiber sequence
B map(L(A[n], n), X•n)→M(X
•
n
)X•
n−1
→M(X•n−1).
Let Γ : CoCh
≥ 0(A) → cA be the Dold-Kan functor. We compute finally using
4.10:
B map(L(A[n], n), X•n) ≃ B map(K(A[n], n), skn+1 F∗X
•
n
)
≃ B map(K(A[n], n), r0A)
≃ B Γ(HomA(A,A)[n]ext)
≃ Γ(HomA(A,A)[n+ 1]ext)
≃ Hn+1(A,A[n]),
where HomA(A,A)[n]ext is viewed as a cochain complex concentrated in degree n.
Here [1]ext is the external shift from 3.27.
✷
Theorem 5.20. Let f be a morphism in A. Then we have a weak equivalence
Real0 (f) ≃ BAut(f).
Proof: This follows readily from the equivalence A ∼= IP0(F ) of categories of 5.3.
✷
Theorem 5.21. Let f : X•n → Y
•
n be a map of potential n-stages for objects A and
B respectively in A. Then there is a fiber sequence
Hn(A[n], B)→M(f)skn f →M( skn f)
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Proof: We can assume without loss of generality that X•n and Y
•
n are Reedy
cofibrant and F -fibrant. As in the proof of 5.19 we obtain a fiber sequence
map(L(A[n], n), Y •n )→ map(X
•
n, Y
•
n
)→ map( sknX
•
n, Y
•
n
).
Proceeding like in the previous proof we arrive at the conclusion.
✷
6. Examples and applications
All the applications given here will just involve the obstruction calculus. We do
not have yet applications of the interpolation categories themselves.
6.1. Very low dimensions.
Example 6.1. If the injective dimension of the target category is 0 then the tower
of interpolation categories simply collapses to the equivalences:
IP0(F )
∼= // A
T = T0
∼=
OO
∼=
F // Ainj
∼=
OO
Here the lower equivalence was already stated in 3.9.
Example 6.2. If the injective dimension of A is 1 then the tower of interpolation
categories has one non-trivial step:
T = T1
∼= // IP1(F )

IP0(F )
∼= // A
T0
OO
∼=
// Ainj
OO
We can express this using 4.35 or 5.1 by saying that
Ext1,1A (F∗( ), F∗( ))→ T → A
is a linear extension of categories which is defined in [1, VI.5].
6.2. Some E(n)-local Picard groups. Let C be a symmetric monoidal category
whose pairing is called smash product and denoted by ∧. An invertible object X
is one such that there exists a Y in C with X∧Y ∼= S, where S denotes the unit
of the monoidal structure. The isomorphism classes of invertible objects inherit an
abelian group structure which we will call the Picard group Pic(C). It is an abelian
group, but sometimes in a higher universe. It was defined by Hopkins and we refer
to [20], where it is proved, that the Picard group of the whole stable homotopy
category of spectra is Z. There are also computations involving the Picard group
of the K(n)-local category, where K(n) denotes n-th Morava K-theory.
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Fix a prime p. The problem of computing Pic(E(n)) for the E(n)-local category
of spectra was considered in [23]. Here E(n) denotes the n-th Johnson-Wilson
spectrum. It is a Landweber exact theory with
E(n)∗ = Z(p)[v1, ..., vn−1, v
±1
n ]
where |vi| = 2(pi − 1). E(1) is a retract of K(p), which is sometimes called the
Adams summand. Hovey and Sadofsky prove that there is a splitting
Pic(E(n)∗) ∼= Z⊕ Pic
0(E(n)∗),
where Z is generated by the unit of the smash product, the stable localized sphere
LnS
0, and they show
Pic0(E(n)) = 0,
whenever 2p− 1>n2+ n. Their argument is the following: First they prove in [23,
2.4.] that for an element X ∈Pic0(E(n)) there is an isomorphism
(6.1) E(n)∗X ∼= E(n)∗
as E(n)∗E(n)-comodules. This turns the question into a moduli problem adressed
in this paper. Actually the Picard group in the presence of the isomorphism (6.1)
is nothing but π0 Real(E(n)∗). Then they show in [23, 5.1.], that for p>n+ 1 the
category of E(n)∗E(n)-comodules has injective dimension ≤n
2 + n. This is also
proved in [16, Theorem 9]. Considering the E(n)-Adams spectral sequence, which
they prove to converge nicely, they see, that the first obstruction for realizing the
isomorphism (6.1) as a map X → LnS0 lies in Ext
2p−1,2p−2
E(n)∗E(n)
(E(n)∗, E(n)∗) by the
usual sparseness in the chromatic setting. Now the statement is clear, since for
2p − 1>n2 + n this obstruction group is zero. Using their vanishing line we can
extend the range of calculations of Picard groups slightly.
Theorem 6.3. Fix a prime p and a natural number n such that p>n + 1 and
4p− 3>n2 + n. Then we have:
Pic0(E(n)) ∼= Ext
2p−1,2p−2
E(n)∗E(n)
(E(n)∗, E(n)∗).
Proof: According to (6.1) we are trying to realize the object E(n)∗. In the range
under consideration the only obstruction against existence lies in
Ext2p,2p−2
E(n)∗E(n)
(E(n)∗, E(n)∗),
but the obstruction vanishes because we know that there is a realization, LnS
0.
Now theorem 4.27 tells us that the uniqueness obstruction group
Ext2p−1,2p−2
E(n)∗E(n)
(E(n)∗, E(n)∗)
acts freely and transitively on the realizations. All these elements give actual spec-
tra, since all other obstruction groups in the asserted range vanish by [23, 5.1.].
✷
For the range 2p− 1>n2 + n we get back the result of Hovey and Sadofsky.
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Appendix A. The external simplicial structure on cM
The resolution model structures are not compatible with the internal simpli-
cial structure. Here we describe the external simplicial structure, which will be
compatible with the resolution structure and its truncated versions.
Remark A.1. For X• in cM and L in S we can perform the following coend
construction: Let
⊔
Lℓ
Xm be the coproduct in M of copies of Xm indexed by the
set Lℓ, and view this as a functor ∆
op ×∆→M. Then we can take the coend
X• ⊗∆ L :=
∫ ∆⊔
Lℓ
Xm ∈M.
We are now ready to describe the functors that will enrich all our model struc-
tures to simplicial model categories.
Definition A.2. We define a simplicial structure on cM. Let K be in S and X•
and Y • in cM, then set
(X• ⊗extK)
n
:= X• ⊗∆ (K ×∆
n),
where × denotes the usual product of simplicial sets and ∆n is the standard n-
simplex,
homext(K,X•)
n
:=
∏
Kn
Xn,
where the product is taken over the set of n-simplices of K, and finally
mapext(X•, Y •)n := HomcM(X
• ⊗ext ∆n, Y •).
We call this the external (simplicial) structure on cM. Note that we do not
refer to any simplicial structure of M. We will usually drop the superscripts.
Definition A.3. For an object X• in cM we define its s-th external suspension
ΣsextX
• by the following pushout diagram:
X• = X• ⊗ext ∗ //

p·
X• ⊗ext ∆s/∂∆s

∗ // X• ∧ext ∆s/∂∆s : ΣsextX
•
There is a dual construction called ΩextX
•.
Appendix B. Moduli spaces in model categories
Definition B.1. Let M be a simplicial model category and let W be its subcat-
egory of weak equivalences. For a cofibrant and fibrant object X we define the
simplicial monoid of self equivalences denoted by haut(X) by setting
haut(X)n := HomW(X ⊗∆
n, X).
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If we need to specify a model structure on M, because there are several possible
choices, we write the name of the structure as an index, so e.g. hautReedy(X
•)
denotes the simplicial monoid in the Reedy structure on cM.
Remark B.2. It is an easy, but quite important observation that the space haut(X)
consists of those connected components of the space map(X,X) stemming from the
simplicial structure of M that are given by the vertices corresponding to weak self
equivalences.
Definition B.3. LetM be a model category. We define the moduli space of an
object X in M to be the nerve of the following category: objects are the objects
ofM that are weakly equivalent to X and morphisms are the weak equivalences. It
is denoted byM(X). Note that for each X in M this moduli space is non-empty
and connected. If S is a set of objects in M, we define M(S) to be the nerve of
the full subcategory of W , whose objects are weakly equivalent to an element of S.
We define the moduli space of a morphism in M in the same way as for
objects: Let f be an object in the category Mor(M). It can be given a model
structure with objectwise weak equivalences, for which we refer to [15]. The moduli
space of f is the space M(f) from definition B.3 in the category Mor(M).
The important theorem about moduli spaces is the following one proved in [12,
Prop. 2.3.].
Theorem B.4. Let M be a simplicial model category and let X be an object of
M. Then the moduli space M(X) is weakly equivalent to the space Bhaut(X).
Appendix C. Extension of categories
The definitions in this paragraph are taken from [1, VI.5].
Definition C.1. Let C be a category. Let Fac C be the category of factorizations
of C. It is the Grothendieck construction on Cop × C with respect to the functor
HomC( , ). Explicitly it has the morphisms of C as objects, and a morphism
f → g is given by a commutative diagram of the following shape:
f

g

oo
//
Definition C.2. A natural system of abelian groups on a category C is a
functor from Fac C to the category Ab of abelian groups.
Remark C.3. There is a canonical functor Fac C → Cop × C, sending a morphism
to its source and target. Hence each bifunctor Γ: Cop × C → Ab induces a natural
system on C. In this case we will also write Γ(X,Y ) for Γ(f) if f : X → Y is a
morphism in C.
The following definition is taken from [1, VI(5.4)].
Definition C.4. Let σ : C → D be a functor, and let Γ and Ξ be natural systems
on D. We write symbolically
Γ
γ
→ C
σ
→ D
ob
→ Ξ
and call this diagram an exact sequence of categories, if the following conditions
are satisfied:
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(i) For all objects A and B in C and for each morphism f ∈HomD(σ(A), σ(B)) there
is a transitive action γ of the group Γ(f) on the set σ−1(f) ⊂ HomC(A,B). This
action satisfies the linear distributivity law:
(α+ f˜)(β + g˜) = f∗α+ g
∗β + f˜ g˜
for all f˜ ∈ p−1(f), g˜ ∈ p−1(g), α ∈G(f) and β ∈G(g),, and where we have abbreviated
γ(α, f) by α+ f .
(ii) For all objects A and B in C and all morphisms f : σ(A)→ σ(B) in D there is
an obstruction element ob(f) ∈Ξ(f) given, such that
ob(f) = 0
if and only if there exists a morphism f˜ : A→ B with σ(f˜ ) = f .
(iii) For all f : σ(A)→ σ(B) and g : σ(B)→ σ(C) we have the following equation:
ob(gf) = g∗ob(f) + f
∗ob(g)
(iv) For all objects A in C and for all α ∈Ξ(idσ(A)) there is an object B in C with
the property that σ(A) = σ(B) and ob(idσ(A)) = α.
The next lemma follows from the axioms and is taken from [1, V(5.7)].
Lemma C.5. If the functor σ is part of an exact sequence of categories as in C.4,
then it detects isomorphism.
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